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NOTICE OF FINAL
FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS AND DECISION
OF THE CITY OF
PORTLAND ADJUSTMENT COMMITTEE
ON AN
APPEALED ADMINISTRATIVE DECISION
(Type II Process)
CASE FILE: 08-114706 AD
LOCATION: 2903 NW Cumberland Road
State ID No.: 1N1E32AC 07200, 1N1E32AC 07300
The administrative decision for this case was appealed to the Adjustment Committee by Deirdre
and T.B. Dame. A public hearing was held on September 16, 2008. The Adjustment Committee
voted to delay deliberations until Tuesday, September 23rd, in order for two members to conduct a
site visit. The Adjustment Committee voted to grant the appeal and reversed the administrative
decision of approval, and denied the requested Adjustment. The Adjustment Committee’s findings
and conclusions on this case are included below.
I.

GENERAL INFORMATION

Applicant:

Thomas J and Barbara K Rosenbaum, Property Owners
2903 NW Cumberland Rd
Portland, OR 97210-2706

Representative:

Craig Kiest, Landscape Architect
Huntington & Kiest
2892 NW Upshur St
Portland, OR 97210

Appellant:

Dike and Didi Dame
2880 NW Ariel Terrace
Portland, OR 97210

BDS Staff Representative:

Crystal Hitchings; Sylvia Cate

BDS Administrative Decision:

Approval with conditions

Site Address:

2903 NW CUMBERLAND RD

Legal Description:
Tax Account No.:
State ID No.:
Quarter Section:

LOT 18-21 BLOCK 15, WESTOVER TERR; TL 7300 LOT 22&23 BLOCK
15, WESTOVER TERR
R900006050, R900006130
1N1E32AC 07200, 1N1E32AC 07300
2926

Neighborhood:
Business District:
District Coalition:

Hillside, contact Gary Berger at 503-228-7606.
None
Neighbors West/Northwest, contact Mark Sieber at 503-823-4212.

Zoning:
Case Type:

R7, Single-Dwelling Residential 7,000
AD, Adjustment
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Type II, an administrative decision with appeal to the Adjustment
Committee.

Proposal: The applicant has been implementing a comprehensive site plan for over a decade, and
is ready to move into the final phase of building construction. This phase includes the
construction of a new, one-story two-car garage, guest quarters, and storage area with a flat,
vegetated eco-roof, and a hallway connecting the garage/guest quarters and storage area; and the
construction of a detached, two-story library with an indoor Koi pond. Both new structures are
located on the western portion of the lot.
The proposal will add approximately 2,986 square feet of new building coverage to the site, for a
proposed total of 8,609 square feet of building coverage. The lot is 33,800 square feet in size.
Please refer to the attached site plan and elevations for graphical depictions of the proposed
development.
The applicant is requesting an Adjustment to the Building Coverage Standard (Section
33.110.225). The current building coverage standard calls for a maximum allowed square footage
of 5,535 square feet, or 4,500 square feet plus 7.5% of the lot area over 20,000 square feet. The
building coverage standard was revised in July of 2002 to the current standards. Prior to this,
and at the beginning of the applicant’s implementation of the master site plan, the historic
standard would have allowed the applicant 11,830 square feet of building coverage, or 35% of the
lot area. Therefore the applicant requests an Adjustment to allow the increase in building
coverage to a total of 8,609 square feet.
(Please note that the Notice of Proposal requested 3,377 square feet of new building
coverage, for a total of 9,000 square feet; this request was reduced by 10% as part of the
applicant’s response to concerns raised by nearby neighbors).
Relevant Approval Criteria:
Adjustment requests will be approved if the review body finds that the applicant has shown that
approval criteria A. through F. of Section 33.805.040, Adjustment Approval Criteria have been
met.

ANALYSIS
Site and Vicinity: The site consists of two separate tax lots consisting of five complete and one
partial historically platted lots comprising 33,800 square feet in area. The site on which the
original home and the existing accessory structures are located consists of historic lots 18-20 on
Lot 7200. The proposed new development will be located on historic lots 22 and part of 23 on Lot
7300. The site is developed with a two-story single dwelling home built in 1927, an attached
garage, and four separate detached accessory structures including a small greenhouse; a BBQ
pavilion; a studio; and a storage area. Structures on the site today comprise a total of 5,623
square feet in building coverage. Access to the site is from its frontage on NW Cumberland Road
to the south of the lot. Additional access will be provided off NW Cumberland at the
southwesterly corner of the lot with the completion of the new driveway. NW Cumberland is a
local service street and is improved with a 5-foot sidewalk and additional 7-foot ROW inside the
sidewalk on the northeastern side of NW Cumberland, and with a curb only on the southwestern
side of NW Cumberland. NW Cumberland is a 36-foot wide ROW which narrows to 24 feet just
west of the site. A public alley runs along the north property line at the base of the slope,
providing access to six other homes below and to the north of the subject site.
The lot slopes very steeply down from south (NW Cumberland) to north (public alley) and is
terraced with a series of concrete retaining walls finished in stucco. These terraces contain brick
pathways and planting beds prepared for installation of extensive landscaping. A masonry wall
extends around the entire perimeter of the property, at the property line. The accessory
structures already existing on the site are spread out across the eastern portion of the site; the
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western portion of the site currently has no structures existing on it, but two foundations have
been poured, and are integrated into the retaining walls. One foundation is for a second,
detached two car garage with storage and a fitness room and guest quarters, which will be
connected to the house by a covered hallway. The second foundation is for a detached library
with an indoor Koi pond. A shared driveway at the southwesterly corner of the lot provides vehicle
access to the proposed two-car garage; an easement across this driveway is provided to the
adjacent lot to the west (currently owned by Dr. Day) for access to that adjacent neighbor’s garage,
which is located at-grade under their house.
The neighborhood is located in a very steeply sloping area of town. The immediately surrounding
area, within 200 feet of the site, is zoned R7 and is developed with single-dwelling homes on lots
that are at, or exceed, a 20% slope. The land slopes from the subject site upward to the south
and downward to the north. The adjacent homes are relatively large and are typically located
close to one another and stacked along terraced streets to take advantage of the vistas to the
north, toward the northwest industrial area, Willamette River, and mountains beyond. The
general character of the neighborhood up the hill to the south of the subject site is that of steeply
sloping lots with large homes, often on stilts, and with extensive retaining walls, built on the
uphill side of the street and overlooking somewhat smaller homes built on the downhill side. The
downhill homes are typically one-story to prevent blocking views from the uphill homes.
Retaining walls are constructed of a variety of materials, from moss-covered fieldstone to highway
retaining blocks. Many of these homes on the uphill side, and/or the retaining walls supporting
the site, are built very close to or at the street, so the structures rise directly upward from and
very close to the public realm, creating the effect of the structures looming over the street level.
Particularly on Hermosa and Clay Streets, to the south of the site, many of the sites are almost
totally dominated by a retaining wall and house façade rising directly up from the street level.
It is important to note the background history of this site. The entire site is located in a potential
landslide hazard zone. Additionally, a “prelim. rapidly moving landslides” designation exists over
a large portion of the site, including some of the area where additional development is proposed.
In the winter of 1964-1965, a land slide occurred on the portion of the site where the new
development is proposed (this land was not owned by the current owner at that time.) A home
being constructed on the lot was destroyed and had to be demolished. After the slide, Dr. Day,
who resides on the adjacent lot to the west of the site, acquired an easement over the property in
order to stabilize his own site. Dr. Day installed a number of pumped drainage wells intended to
draw down the groundwater. Apparently the wells failed and were abandoned. The current owner
of the subject site, Dr. Rosenbaum, later acquired the portion of the subject site that slid. Dr. Day
had acquired a view easement over the lot that slid in 1962, and later entered an amended
agreement with Dr. Rosenbaum. Since purchasing the property, Dr. Rosenbaum created a series
of terraced retaining walls to help stabilize the site. The walls are structurally anchored into the
slope with pin piles and tiebacks, and an elaborate drainage system was installed to insure
stability despite groundwater flows. Prepared garden beds are located on every terrace, but can’t
be planted until installation of irrigation and utilities is complete. Walkways and stairs at grade
connect each level. The outbuildings existing on the site are integrated into the terrace and
retaining wall system. Construction of these retaining walls and outbuildings has occurred on the
subject site, under its current ownership, for approximately ten years.
Zoning: The property is zoned R7, Single-Dwelling Residential 7,000. The single-dwelling zones
are intended to preserve land for housing and to provide housing opportunities for individual
households. The maximum allowed building coverage is determined by lot size. This site, at
33,800 square feet in total on the 5.25 lots, is allowed 4,500 square feet plus 7.5% for the square
footage over 20,000 square feet. Using this calculation, the subject site is allowed 5,535 square
feet of building coverage.
Land Use History: City records indicate there are two prior land use reviews for this site.
VZ 194-60 (60-033134) allowed a reduction to the front building setback from 20 feet to 4 feet and
allowed an increase in the allowed roof projection into the front setback from 30 inches to 2 feet in
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order to construct a house with attached garage 4 feet from NW Cumberland Road and 9 feet from
the west property line.
VZ 207-78 (78-033537) was filed in request to increase the allowed height of the fence in the front
building setback from 3.5 feet to 5.5 feet. The record for this file states only that “the applicant
intends to file at another time”.
RS 06-140047 includes a permit to construct a retaining wall and masonry fence in the front
setback, and includes the construction of a berm on the street side that apparently eliminated the
need to submit a request to increase the allowed fence height. At this time, the wall has been
constructed but the berm cannot be built until the stucco finish is applied to the wall.
Landscaping will be installed on the berm.
Summary of Applicant’s Statement: The applicant states that a July 2002 amendment to the
zoning code has necessitated this adjustment. At the time the applicant began construction on
this master landscape/site plan, the Building Coverage Standard allowed the proposed total
building coverage by right. (Staff Comment: The prior Code allowed by right 35% or 11,830 square
feet, 3,221 more that is being requested.) Approximately halfway into construction of the plan, the
zoning code changed and a new methodology was adopted for calculating building coverage. The
applicant states that the legislative amendment did not intend for the new methodology to change
the maximum allowed building coverage. In fact, as per page 240 of the 2002 Land Division Code
Rewrite, the Commentary to the Council states that
“Because a flexible approach to lot sizes is recommended, building coverage will also be
regulated by lot size rather than by zone. This new approach does not change the
maximum allowed building coverage; it is simply a modified expression of the
existing standards (emphasis added). What this modified approach achieves is the
flexibility to create varying size lots while also ensuring that each lot is buildable, and that
the area covered by building on the entire site is the same (or less) as under the current
approach.”
(Staff note: However, based on the implementation of the new standards, it appeared that the
modification did in fact result in a reduction of the allowed building coverage on larger lots, in effect
penalizing larger lots by more severely constraining building coverage than appears to have been
intended. It was noted by the Bureau of Planning in their FY 2002-2003 “Top Ten” Regulatory Code
Improvement Items list that “Modifications to the maximum building coverage allowance in SingleDwelling zones resulted in a substantial reduction in allowed building coverage on large lots when
compared to what was previously allowed” and a recommendation was made to “re-examine the
allowed building coverage on larger lots for consistency with Council intent.” The building coverage
tables were modified as a result of BOP recommendations, and the changes again resulted in
reduced building coverage allowances for larger lots (from 5,763 sf allowed on this lot to 5,535 sf.).
In the case of the subject site, the building coverage allowance was cut overall by approximately
half of what would have been allowed at this site under the old standard. The applicant proposes
a building coverage which is 3,074 square feet over the current allowed maximum but 3,221
square feet under the historically allowed building coverage. The applicant further explains that if
the property owner were to divide the property into its historical platted lots and develop them
under different configurations, the total allowed building coverage would range from 12,570
square feet to 7,672 square feet (depending on the lot configuration), all of which exceed the
proposed building coverage.
The applicant also notes that the purpose statement for the residential development standards
states that “development standards are generally written for houses on flat, regularly shaped lots”
and that situations confronting other types of lots will be “addressed through special regulations
or exceptions.” The applicant states that building vertically on this steep site is difficult, and,
because of the view easement held by the neighbor to the west, not possible on the western
portion, thereby restricting the applicant to horizontal rather than vertical development, which
naturally results in greater building coverage. The applicant additionally states that, due to the
steep, downward slope of the lot away from the street, public views of the City and Mt. Hood will
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not be affected by the additional development; and that, because the homes at the base of the hill
are oriented to face away from the site, their views will not be affected by the development.
The applicant states that the goal for developing the site is to preserve the integrity of the total site
by developing in a way that combines the two separate tax lots and prevents future division of the
site. Stabilization of the hillside to the west was the main physical hurdle of the project, but the
retaining walls and drainage system have finally been completed. Complexity of the site, which
required that a series of 11 retaining walls be constructed to stabilize the site together with
restrictions to allowed construction time were factors in the length of time it took to complete the
project. The drainage system installed in 1967 was not functioning properly, and it was necessary
to reroute the water. Heavy construction on this site has now been completed.
The applicant describes the design of the proposed structures as being in style with the existing
main residence and outbuildings, with large windows and stucco siding. The final design will be
based on the outcome of this application. The flat roof over the garage/guest quarters is a green
roof, intended to add more green space and assist with rainwater runoff and filtration, and to
further integrate the new structures into the garden theme of the site. The intent of the design is
to create a more intimate garden where plants can be featured, that will compliment the richness
and fullness of the plantings in front of the main residence. The finished garden is intended to
incorporate vines, ground covers, and edible vegetation, and will blend the site into the
neighborhood. Once installation of the irrigation lines and utilities is complete, planting of the
garden will begin.
Site stabilization and design development restrictions have combined to create a “building
envelope” which defines the area within which new buildings could be placed. The applicant has
proposed to reduce the requested amount of additional building coverage by 10%, from the
originally requested 3,377 square feet to 2,986 additional square feet of building coverage. In
order to achieve this, the proposed hallway was significantly reduced. Along with the green roof,
the applicant believes this modification would reduce the visual impact of the structures and
create more gardens which would incorporate and essentially tie together both tax lots.
Public Notification: A “Notice of Proposal in Your Neighborhood” was mailed on April 4, 2008.
A Re-Notification was sent on April 16, 2008 to correct an error in the amount of square footage
requested.
Agency Review: The following Bureaus have responded to indicate there are no issues or
concerns related to approval of the requested Adjustment (Exhibit E.1-E.2).
• The Water Bureau
• The Bureau of Parks
The following Bureaus responded with no issues or concerns, but submitted additional written
comments regarding requirements for building permit review, as follows:
• The Life-Safety Bureau (Exhibit E.3) noted that the project must meet building code
requirements; and additionally noted that, although the Building Codes do not regulate self
contained residential ponds, the applicant should be aware of their personal liability in injuries or
accidents related to the pond.
• The Fire Bureau (Exhibit E.4) noted that the applicant will be required to meet Fire Code at the
time of development, and noted that the applicant should check with the Fire Bureau to ensure
that adequate fire flow and pressure is available to serve the square footage of the proposal. The
applicant should contact the Water Bureau to determine estimated fire flows and provide that
information to the Fire Bureau.
• The Bureau of Transportation Engineering (Exhibit E.5) commented that they had no
concerns provided that the garage entrance standard setback is maintained.
The following Bureaus responded with comments or concerns specific to the Adjustment:
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• The Site Development Section of BDS (Exhibit E.6) in their initial review of the proposal,
recommended flow-through planters with overflow to the public sewer system in NW Cumberland
Road, if feasible, or to the storm sewer system in the alley below the site, with BES approval. The
applicant submitted stormwater plans which included flow through planters and an eco-roof with
overflow to the public sewer system. Site Development commented that the planters and eco-roof
as shown on the plans are acceptable, again with BES approval. On-site infiltration of stormwater
will not be allowed at this location due to steep slopes and geotechnical concerns. A geotechnical
report will be required by Site Development at the time of building permit review. Site
Development commented that geotechnical requirements may also apply in conjunction with this
land-use review, depending on the facilities proposed.
• The Bureau of Environmental Services (Exhibit E.7): Bureau staff visted the site as part of the
BES review and response, and determined that the proposed sanitary connection to the
combination main in NW Cumberland is acceptable, and that the proposed stormwater connection
to the manhole in the public alley is acceptable. The applicant proposes to use a gravitational
system; in the event that this system does not work, a pump system will be used. The stormwater
runoff generated from the proposed development must meet the requirements of the City of
Portland’s Stormwater Management Manual (SWMM) current at the time of building plan review.
Generally, the SWMM requires that stormwater be managed on-site through surface infiltration
facilities to the maximum extent practicable. However, per Site Development comments (Exhibit
E.6), on-site infiltration will not be allowed due to steep slopes and geotechnical concerns. Where
approved by BDS Site Development, roof runoff may be managed in drywells or soakage trenches.
Because infiltration is not feasible, BES will require the development to meet the SWMM’s flow
control requirements prior to off-site disposal. New connections or additional stormwater disposal
to the combination system will be restricted through requirements of the SWMM. If disposal of
stormwater to the combination system is necessary, capacity of the combination sewer system will
need to be evaluated to determine detention requirements. Pollution reduction and flow control
requirements must also be met. BES found that the 8-inch sewer main connected to the catch
basin in the public alley is available to accept the proposed stormwater. BES supports the
proposal as shown in the submitted plans, and did not recommend any conditions of approval.
Neighborhood Review: Five written responses were received from notified property owners in
response to the proposal. One of the responses was signed by 13 nearby neighbors, and
supported by two additional neighbors in a subsequent response. All responses were written in
opposition to the proposal. These responses can be summarized in the following categories:
Bulk, Scale and Massing of Project: Four of the responses expressed that the existing
structures already dominate and are out of scale with the neighborhood and adjacent properties,
and that the proposed structures will contribute significantly to this overwhelming bulk/massing.
One response from an abutting neighbor described “fortress-like walls at the alley” and described
a gatehouse that “looms over [their] property.” One response described the proposed development
as creating a street wall that spans 193 feet of the front property line and a development that
sprawls across a 34,000 square foot site; both of which are unlike any other site in the
neighborhood. This response also noted that the proposal would create 9 separate structures on
the site and would maximize rather than minimize the impact of these by connecting accessory
structures to the primary structure and contributing to building massing by almost doubling the
building density on the site. The other two responses stated that the proposed structures will be
out of character with other development in the neighborhood and will overwhelm adjacent
structures.
Staff Comments: The bulk, scale, and massing of the proposal is directly relevant to the Purpose
Statement of the regulation to be modified, and is discussed in detail under Approval Criterion A.
Consistency with neighborhood character is directly relevant to the approval criteria and is
discussed under Approval Criterion B.
Livability—Disturbance from construction: Three of the responses commented that the
decade-plus duration of this construction project has caused considerable disturbance to the
neighborhood, through dust, debris, noise, vibrations, unsightly walls, and damage to the alley
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from truck traffic, resulting in a negative impact to the quality and livability of the neighborhood.
One of these responses cited lack of vegetation and a failure by the applicant to replace vegetation
removed from the neighbor’s property in order to access the subject site. Each of these two
responses expressed concern over continued negative impacts from the proposed construction.
Staff comments: Given the extended duration of construction, Staff discussed with Code Compliance
and Buildings officials what limits might be applicable to help minimize construction impacts.
However, it was determined that the City does not regulate the amount of time that construction
occurs on one particular site. The City does regulate hours of construction and noise levels during
any given day of that construction project.
Livability—Soil Stability, Water, and Potential Slope Failure: Three responses expressed
considerable concern about the stability of the slope based on its history of sliding and continued
presence of excess free-running water, and each expressed fear of the potential for a future
landslide with the added weight of the proposed structures, continued disturbance to already
disturbed soil, and additional stormwater that could be generated by the proposed structures.
These three responses described the history of the western portion of the site in detail, beginning
with the construction of a home which slid in the early 1960’s and up to development by the
present property owner’s. The three responses described fill brought in to the site adjacent to the
subject site, attempts to stabilize the soil on the lot which slid by installing six water collection
wells with pumps, and constructing retaining walls at the base of the subject site. Apparently the
neighbor to the west (Dr. Day) obtained an easement over the lot that slid in order to install lateral
support systems and drainage pumps to secure his property.
According to two of these three responses, the drainage pumps failed soon after installation and
the wells were abandoned; the property owner of the subject site later installed piping into the
wells to reroute the water. One expressed belief that drainage of at least one of the wells may not
have been corrected due to an inability to access it beneath existing construction, and stated a
lack of confidence that the water collection problem has been addressed, particularly for the area
where new construction is proposed. The other noted that although some but not all of the wells
may have been tapped, large amounts of water discharge still occurs through the retaining wall
and that the discharge is causing surface erosion and frost and ice damage to their mortared
stone wall, and that large amounts of soil disruption and erosion are occurring due to the
condition of the soil and recent projects on the subject site.
Two of the responses cited free-running water and soil instability as an existing problem. Each of
these two stated that additional construction and stormwater would only add to the problem and
create potential for a future slide. Free-running water is noted as running off the surface of the
subject site, from the gatehouse down-spouts, and from underground springs. This water
apparently runs into the alleyway, causing damage to the pavement and to stone walls on
adjacent properties. One of these responses requested that water from the proposed structures
should not be allowed to freely saturate the hillside, as presently occurs.
Three responses expressed concern over how much additional weight the soil and hillside could
support, given the degree of the existing and proposed construction, the disturbed fill content in
the soil, the history of sliding, and the degree of soil saturation and free-running water. One
response expressed fear of a much more extensive slide if one were to occur again, given the
amount of concrete on the subject site, and expressed fear not only for their property but also for
their lives. One response emphasized the importance of understanding that a stacked freeway
block retaining wall constructed on the terrace above an old rock wall to support the subject site
is not reinforced concrete and is not buried in the hillside for stability.
Staff Comments: City Staff have investigated the proposed site utility plans, including the proposal
for stormwater removal, and have also visited the site to confirm the condition and capacity of
existing public stormwater treatment facilities. Comments from these investigations are contained in
Exhibits E.6 and E.7. Potential effects on livability are discussed under Approval Criterion B. A
statement submitted by Marvin Witt, AIA, states that the drainage piping for the water collection
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wells was found to be partially plugged, and that new drain piping was reconnected to the existing
line leading to the alley sewer, in conjunction with City Bureaus. A statement from PBS
Engineering and Environmental and provided by the applicant shows that the concrete retaining
walls have stabilized the site and are adequate to support the existing and proposed structures.
According to PBS, over the course of the project geotechnical work has consisted of a series of 7
geotechnical investigations necessary in order to develop design information, including a total of 19
borings to obtain soil samples. All geotechnical investigation reports were submitted to the City prior
to the issuance of any building permits. A total of 186 construction observation site visits were
made by PBS. Additional load tests for pile foundations and anchor tiebacks were performed, as
well as compaction tests on foundation and wall fill. Records of construction observation and testing
were submitted to the City as work progressed. PBS also states that they were involved in
numerous meetings with contractors, neighbors, and other engineers during the planning, design,
and construction of the various phases of the project, and that the City and other consultants and
contractors have approved of the work performed during the course of the project. All excavated
materials were removed and replaced with coarse drain sand and drain piping, collecting ground
water and connecting to the alley combination sewer.
Purpose Statement for Adjustments: One response stated that the proposal does not meet the
purpose statement outlined for Adjustments, and further states that “The purpose statement for
adjustments only allows an adjustment for sites that are difficult to develop under the regulations,
for sites where application of the maximum standard would preclude all use of the site, for needed
flexibility in unusual situations, or for alternative ways to meet the code where the purpose of the
regulation is not suspended and certainty in enforcing the maximums is maintained.” The
response states that there are no unusual site circumstances that preclude development on the
site or justify such a large departure from the standard, as proven by the existing degree of
development and similar site circumstances found at most other sites in the neighborhood. The
response further states that allowing such a significant increase in the building coverage “would
reduce or eliminate any certainty provided by the code and would be inconsistent with the
purpose statement for limiting building coverage,” and that the standard “provides the public with
certainty that the building mass on a property will be so limited unless a unique justification is
provided based on unusual site circumstances.”
Staff comments: Staff is charged with reviewing the proposal against the criteria laid out in Section
805.040, and considering the proposal against the purpose statement for the requested standard.
The applicant holds the burden of proof in showing that the proposal meets these criteria, but is not
required to prove hardship as a basis for justifying the request. The Purpose Statement for
Adjustments is not an Approval Criterion, but sets out the intent of allowing Adjustments. Approval
of Adjustments is allowed by the Zoning Code when the proposed modifications to the Zoning Code
comply with the Zoning Code’s approval criteria, which are generally found in 33.805.040 A-F.
Using Past Standards and Potential Development Schemes to Justify the Request: One
response questions the relevancy of the applicant’s argument that the Adjustment is justified
because past standards would have allowed more building coverage, and further states that the
regulation in effect at the time they applied for the Adjustment is the applicable regulation. The
response also states that applying potential development schemes to the property in order to show
that greater building coverage would be allowed if the property were broken into several lots is
irrelevant. Another response stated that, more than ten years ago, the property owner’s architect
met with abutting neighbors to describe the project, and assured them that the project should
take no more than 2-3 years. This response states that there was no plan described at that time
for most of the existing or proposed structures, and believes that applying codes in effect ten years
ago is not justified.
Staff comments: It is typical in the Adjustment process to consider what could be built by right as
way of comparing the potential impacts of the requested Adjustment. Staff has made a comparison
between what is being proposed and what could be built by right were the westernmost 1.25 lots
split off and developed separately, which is the most realistic development scenario given that the
primary structure currently spans three of the originally platted lots.
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Other Correspondence: Four additional written responses in opposition to the proposal were
received after the deadline of the comment period. These responses are exhibited in the case file
but, because they were received after the comment period ended, are not included in this
Decision. However, in the event of the case being review de novo through an appeal, these
responses will be included as a part of the record which is reviewed by the Adjustment Committee.

PROCEDURAL HISTORY
A staff decision of approval, with conditions, for the requested Adjustment was mailed on August
2, 2008. Notified neighbors, Deirdre and T. B. Dame filed an appeal of the decision on August 19,
2008. A public hearing was scheduled for September 16, 2008, and notice of the appeal hearing
was mailed on August 26, 2008. After the notice was mailed, but before the hearing, a separate
mailing went out to the neighbors on September 11, 2008, containing the appeal statement in its
entirety. Public testimony was heard by the Adjustment Committee and the record was closed on
September 16th. After deliberating for some time, the Committee voted to continue their
deliberations to September 23, thereby allowing two committee members an opportunity to
conduct a site visit in order to better understand the proposal and the context of the surrounding
neighborhood. The Committee reconvened on September 23, and reopened the record solely to
allow the committee members to disclose their site visits, and allow the public an opportunity to
challenge their statements. Having no challenges, the Committee closed the record and continued
their deliberations until they reached a decision.
The hearing, held on September 16, 2008, began with opening statements by the Adjustment Committee
chair about process and procedures. Following, BDS staff representatives Sylvia Cate and Crystal Hitchings
provided a staff summary of the proposal and Administrative Decision, including a Power Point
presentation [Exhibit H-10] and additional clarifying comments by BDS Staff representative Susan
McKinney. After the staff presentation, the attorney for the appellants, Carrie Richter testified, followed by
Dierdre and T.B. Dame, Appellants [Exhibits 7 and 7a]. Additional testimony in support of the appeal was
provided by Heike von der Heyden [Exhibit H-8], Tanya Barnicle [Exhibit H-9], Sandra Baker, and K.
Gurevitch. Craig Kiest, Applicant’s representative, testified with background history of the applicant’s
purchase and subsequent rehabilitation of the house and the overall vision to develop the rest of the site
after stabilizing the portion that was involved in the 1964 landslide.
Issues and concerns raised by the appellants and supporters of the appellants included the belief
that the applicant had not met their burden to demonstrate that the proposal meets all of the
applicable approval criteria; that the appearance, character and livability of the residential
neighborhood in immediate proximity to the site has been impacted negatively by the construction
to date; that the request would result in a significant deviation from the building coverage
standards and would result in 55 % over the maximum allowed; that no other property in the
neighborhood is equivalent and the proposal is not in keeping with the typical appearance of
development in the Residential 7,000 single dwelling zone. Multiple neighbors testified that the
existing construction is already overly massive and that the Administrative Decision erred in not
considering the visual impact of the existing walls in relation to the proposed building coverage
increase. The existing appearance of the subject site was described as massive, a medieval fortress
with overwhelming structures across the steep slope, and as an ostentatious castle within a
fortified compound. Additional issues raised included the height and actual function of the
retaining walls, and when does a retaining wall cease to be a retaining wall and becomes a vertical
structure once it protrudes a significant distance above grade.
Craig Keist, the applicant’s representative, provided a brief history of the applicant’s acquisition of
the site and the subsequent improvements made to the house and the site itself. Mr Keist
explained that the primary reason why construction had taken so long on the site is due to the
City’s regulation limiting the active construction season in this area to May through October.
Therefore, the series of retaining walls had to be phased and considerable site prep was required
in order to construct the retaining walls. Mr Keist noted that the applicant purchased the house
in 1986 and had a vision for developing the entire site. Mr Keist noted that when the applicant
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first acquired Lot 22 and the quarter of Lot 23 after the slide, it was unbuildable, but with the
slope stabilization, this portion of the site is suitable for further development. Mr Keist noted that
the proposed building envelope for the two proposed structures is less than if the western portion
of the site was developed as a separate site.
After final rebuttal argument from Carrie Richter, the Adjustment Committee closed the record
and began deliberations. After deliberating for more than an hour, the Adjustment Committee
voted to delay deliberations until Tuesday, September 23rd, in order for two members to conduct a
site visit. The Adjustment Committee reconvened on September 23 at 10:40 AM and after
disclosing their site visits, the Committee reopened the record to allow any member of the public
to challenge the site visit disclosures. Having no challenges, the Committee closed the record and
continued their deliberations. A motion was made and seconded to uphold the appeal and reverse
the original decision. The motion was carried on a 3-1 vote.
On October 14, 2008, the Committee met to adopt revised findings prepared and presented by
staff. The Committee voted 4 to 0 to adopt the revised findings as presented. The final decision
reverses the administrative decision, upholds the appeal and denies the proposal.

ZONING CODE APPROVAL CRITERIA
33.805.010 Purpose (Adjustments)
The regulations of the zoning code are designed to implement the goals and policies of the
Comprehensive Plan. These regulations apply city-wide, but because of the city's diversity, some
sites are difficult to develop in compliance with the regulations. The adjustment review process
provides a mechanism by which the regulations in the zoning code may be modified if the
proposed development continues to meet the intended purpose of those regulations. Adjustments
may also be used when strict application of the zoning code's regulations would preclude all use of
a site. Adjustment reviews provide flexibility for unusual situations and allow for alternative ways
to meet the purposes of the code, while allowing the zoning code to continue to provide certainty
and rapid processing for land use applications.
33.805.040 Approval Criteria
Adjustment requests will be approved if the review body finds that the applicant has shown that
approval criteria A. through F. below, have been met.
A. Granting the adjustment will equally or better meet the purpose of the regulation to be
modified; and
Findings: The applicant is seeking an Adjustment to the Building Coverage Standards.
The purpose of the Building Coverage standards is found in Section 33.110.225 A, which
states:
33.110.22, Purpose: The building coverage standards, together with the
height and setback standards, control the overall bulk of structures. They
are intended to assure that taller buildings will not have such a large
footprint that their total bulk will overwhelm adjacent houses. Additionally,
the standards help define the character of the different zones by limiting the
amount of buildings allowed on a site.
As noted by the Adjustment Committee, the word ‘structure’ is a defined term in Title 33,
which states at 33.910, page 6:

•

Structure. Any object constructed in or on the ground. Structure includes
buildings, decks, fences, towers, flag poles, signs, and other similar
objects. Structure does not include paved areas or vegetative landscaping
materials.
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The Adjustment Committee concurred that although the existing retaining walls were
allowed by right and do not count toward building coverage, none the less, they are
structures and the purpose of the building coverage standards is to ‘…control the bulk of
structures.’ In this specific instance, given the number, height, and expanse of the
existing building walls, the proposal cannot be considered independently of the existing
structures on the site.
Further, the Committee noted that the zoning code does not provide a definition for bulk,
and therefore per 33.700.070 D 1, one must turn to the dictionary meaning of the word.
The Committee notes that the American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language,
Third Edition, defines bulk as: “1. size, mass or volume, especially when very large… 2a. A
distinct mass or portion of matter, especially a large one: the dark bulk of buildings
against the sky…”
Therefore, the Committee concludes that the Administrative Decision erred when the
visual impact of the existing structures on site were not considered in the context of the
proposed additional building coverage. The Committee notes that the existing retaining
walls create a site that is visually already overbuilt due to their bulk, height, and the
extent of these structures spanning the site. The retaining walls add great bulk and mass
to the site, especially when viewed from the public alley along the northerly property line.
The Committee found that the existing bulk of development on the site is so massive that
any additional buildings added to the site would compound the existing visual impacts of
the site which already overwhelm adjacent neighbors. In addition, given the size of the
site and the extensive massing of the existing retaining walls the current level of
development is not consistent with the character of the R7 base zone, nor is it consistent
with the immediately surrounding development in the neighborhood. Therefore, the
proposal does not equally or better meet the purpose of the regulation to be adjusted, and
this criterion is not met.
B.

If in a residential zone, the proposal will not significantly detract from the livability or
appearance of the residential area, or if in an OS, C, E, or I zone, the proposal will be
consistent with the classifications of the adjacent streets and the desired character of the
area; and
Findings: The site lies within the R7 single dwelling residential zone. Given the extensive
massing of the retaining walls, particularly when viewed from the public alley, the existing
development has a significant visual impact and detracts from the livability of the
residential area, particularly for the homes with frontage along the public alley. In
addition, the high retaining wall which runs along NW Cumberland Street for
approximately 94 lineal feet creates a hostile pedestrian environment due to the blockage
of views into the site and of the extensive views of the city from the rest of the NW
Cumberland right of way in this immediate area. The Committee noted that the extensive
retaining walls have stabilized a landslide hazard area, which clearly provides a benefit to
the neighborhood. However, the Committee also noted that the visual impacts created by
the portions of those retaining walls extending significantly above grade level results in
unnecessary visual impacts. The Committee also found that the extensive blank façade
created by the unnecessary additional height of the exterior retaining wall in combination
with its extensive length along the northerly property line, a distance of approximately
315 feet, is a significant detraction from the appearance of the residential neighborhood
and in particular diminishes the livability of the homes along the north property line.
Given the extensive area of flat façade dominating the views from the windows of the
adjacent homes along the public alley, the proposal would further compound the
significant existing detraction to the appearance and livability of the residential area. For
these reasons, this criterion is not met.
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If more than one adjustment is being requested, the cumulative effect of the adjustments
results in a project which is still consistent with the overall purpose of the zone; and
Findings: Only one adjustment is requested. This criterion is not applicable.

D.

City-designated scenic resources and historic resources are preserved; and
Findings: City designated resources are shown on the zoning map by the ‘s’ overlay;
historic resources are designated by a large dot. There are no such resources present on
the site. Therefore, this criterion is not applicable.

E.

Any impacts resulting from the adjustment are mitigated to the extent practical; and
Findings: The Committee notes that this criterion requires that impacts resulting from an
adjustment are mitigated to the extent practical. The visual impacts of the existing
development are already significant, the additional proposed structures would compound
an already undesirable situation. The massing and bulk already present on the sire has
not been sufficiently mitigated, nor would the addition of landscaping provide sufficient
visual mitigation for both the existing and proposed development. The condition of
approval regarding landscaping in the Administrative Decision is not enforceable and the
lack of a proposed landscaping plan with any degree of specificity provides no evidence
that landscaping alone would provide adequate mitigation for the existing and proposed
impacts. Noting that the applicant had not provided any landscaping plans and did not
propose any alternative to help mitigate for the significant visual detraction of the existing
development, nor propose adequate additional mitigation for the proposed two additional
accessory structures, the Committee finds that there is not sufficient proposed mitigation
for the visual impacts, and therefore this criterion is not met.

F.

If in an environmental zone, the proposal has as few significant detrimental
environmental impacts on the resource and resource values as is practicable;
Findings: The site is not within an environmental zone, which is designated on the zoning
map by either a “c” or “p” overlay. Therefore, this criterion is not applicable.

ADJUSTMENT COMMITTEE CONCLUSIONS
The applicant is requesting an Adjustment to the Building Coverage Standard (Section
33.110.225). The current building coverage standard calls for a maximum allowed square footage
of 5,535 square feet, or 4,500 square feet plus 7.5% of the lot area over 20,000 square feet. The
applicant proposes to add two additional accessory structures to the site: a two car garage with
guest quarters and a storage area, and a two story structure with a library on the second floor
and a Koi pond on the first floor. The proposal would add approximately 2,986 square feet of new
building coverage to the site, for a proposed total of 8,609 square feet of building coverage. The
lot is 33,800 square feet in size. Therefore the applicant requests an Adjustment to allow the
increase in building coverage to a total of 8,609 square feet.
The request would result in a significant increase in additional allowed building coverage. The
existing development on the site includes a large primary residence, four detached accessory
structures and an extensive system of eleven engineered retaining walls. Although the retaining
walls are allowed by right, the configuration of the retaining walls is such that many protrude a
significant distance above grade to the point that they become visually dominating vertical
structures. The visual impacts are notable, particularly when viewed from the public alley along
the northerly property line. The homes along this alleyway are particularly and specifically
impacted by the excessive bulk, mass and expanse of the retaining walls, especially from the large
blank façade of the exterior retaining wall running the full length of the north property line for a
distance in excess of three hundred feet. These existing walls, along with the multiple buildings on
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the site, already detract from the appearance and livability of the immediate residential area. The
proposal to add nearly 3,000 square feet of additional building coverage to the site will result in a
project that would compound the existing visual impacts and further detract from the appearance
and livability of the residential area. The applicant has not met their burden to demonstrate that
the applicable approval criteria are met, and the record contains significant evidence that the
proposal would add additional bulk and mass to a site that is already overbuilt. Therefore, the
proposal does not meet all of the applicable approval criteria and therefore must be denied.

ADJUSTMENT COMMITTEE DECISION
Grant the appeal and reverse the administrative decision of approval, denying the requested
Adjustment.
Staff Planners:

Crystal Hitchings and Sylvia Cate

Final Decision Rendered on October 14, 2008 and mailed on October 15, 2008.
The revised findings, conclusions and decision were adopted by the Portland Adjustment
Committee on October 14, 2008.

By_______________________________________
Portland Adjustment Committee
Terry Amundson, Chair
EXHIBITS
NOT ATTACHED UNLESS INDICATED
A. Applicant’s Statement
1. Stormwater Management Statement, dated May 7, 2008
2. Original AD request, dated March 30, 2006
3. Site Calculations, Potential Development Scenarios
4. Statement from Marvin Witt, AIA, dated May 29, 2008
5. Summary of Geotechnical work from PBS Engineering and Environmental, dated
June 4, 2008
B. Zoning Map (attached)
C. Plans/Drawings:
1. Site Plan
2. Elevation
3. Site Plan w/Dimensions, revised July 24, 2008 (attached)
4. View Easement, dated April 18, 1962
5. First Amendment to View Easement, dated June 19, 2007
6. Title
7. Tax Map
8. Site Utility Plans
9. Building Coverage in the Vicinity
10. Library Elevations (attached)
11. Garage/Guest Quarter Elevations (attached)
12. Digital Perspectives
13. Design Envelope (attached)
14. Mechanical Site Plan and Mechanical Details (M1 and M2), dated 05/10/94
15. Topographic Survey, revised 12/13/93
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D. Notification information:
1. Mailing list
2. Mailed notice, dated April 4, 2008
3. Mailing list, revised notice
4. Revised mailed notice, dated April 16, 2008
E. Agency Responses:
1. Bureau of Environmental Services
2. Site Development Review Section of BDS
3. Bureau of Transportation Engineering and Development Review
4. Fire Bureau
5. Life/Safety
6. Water Bureau
7. Bureau of Parks, Forestry Division
F. Correspondence:
1. Antonia and Timothy Piwonka-Corle; April 11, 2008; Objection to proposal due to
questions of instability of slope and capacity to handle additional development; concern with
overwhelming scale of project in relation to other neighborhood development.
2. Kent and Lynda Beckman; May 5, 2008; Objection to proposal due to previous landslide on
site of proposed development causing concern for future sliding; described history of previous
development on site, and previous runoff problems coming from the site; described current
soil disruption and erosion, and attributed them to the condition of the soil and recent
projects at the site.
3. George and Sandra Baker; May 6, 2008; Objection to proposal due to livability issues
related to length of construction; concern over potential for slope to slide again with additional
development; concern over runoff from the downspouts of existing and proposed construction;
concern regarding lack of landscaping and failure to replace landscaping removed from the
Baker’s property; described development history of the site.
4. Brendan and Tanya Barnicle, Valerie Thom, T.B. and Deirdre Dame, Cathy Hauser, Eric
and Heike von der Heyden, Marie and Matthew Wolff, Madeline and Eli Lamb, Tim Skouras;
May 7, 2008; Objection to proposal due to scale and appearance of the proposed and existing
development, inconsistency with the neighborhood, infringement into views, excessive
departure from the building coverage standard, and lack of unusual site circumstances to
justify such a departure.
5. Pamela and R. Kent Theis; May 7, 2008; Opposition to the proposal in support of the letter
cited in F4 above, duration of construction, and livability impacts from construction.
6. F. Douglass and Sherrie Day; May 19, 2008; Received after comment period end.
7. Gerald and Nancy Green; May 19, 2008; Received after comment period end.
8. Dike Dame; May 29, 2008; Received after comment period end.
9. Eli Lamb; May 31, 2008; Received after comment period end.
G. Other:
1. Original LU Application
2. Site History Research
3. Incomplete Letter, dated March 25, 2008
4. Request for 120-day clock extension, printed copy of email, dated May 6, 2008
5. Request for 120-day clock resumption, printed copy of email, dated July 22, 2008
6. Photos of site and nearby neighborhoods
7. Code Rewrite excerpts regarding building coverage
H. Appeal Submissions:
1. Appeal Submittal
2. NOA mail list
3. Postmark NOA, 8-26-08
4. Letter after NOA, date 9-11-08
5. Appellant Letter
6. Email, G Green
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Received at Hearing
7. Deirdre Dame written testimony and drawings
A. T.B. Dame written testimony and drawing
8. Heike von der Heyden written testimony letter
9. Tanya Barnicle written testimony letter
10. Staff presentation, printout of Powerpoint
Copies
Applicant
Appellant
All parties whom Wrote or Submitted Testimony at the Public Hearing
Neighborhood and/or Business Association(s)
Auditor's Office
Planning and Zoning
CH/SC, October 14, 2008
For further information on recording, please call the County Recorder at (503) 988-3034.
Expiration of this approval. This decision expires 3 years from the date it is recorded unless:
• A building permit has been issued, or
• The approved activity has begun, or
• In situations involving only the creation of lots, the land division has been recorded.
Appeal of this decision. This decision is final and becomes effective the day the notice of
decision is mailed (noted above). This decision may not be appealed to City Council; however, it
may be challenged by filing a "Notice of Intent to Appeal" with the State Land Use Board of
Appeals (LUBA) within 21 days of the date the decision is mailed, pursuant to ORS 197.620 and
197.830. A fee is required, and the issue being appealed must have been raised by the close of
the record and with sufficient specificity to afford the review body an opportunity to respond to the
issue. For further information, contact LUBA at the Public Utility Commission Building, 550
Capitol Street NE, Salem, OR 97310 [Telephone: (503) 373-1265].
Recording the final decision. This is the final local decision on this application. You may
record this decision the day following the mailed/filed date shown above.
The applicant, builder, or a representative may record the final decision as follows:
•

By Mail: Send the two recording sheets (sent in separate mailing) and the final Land Use
Review decision with a check made payable to the Multnomah County Recorder to:
Multnomah County Recorder, P.O. Box 5007, Portland OR 97208. The recording fee is
identified on the recording sheet. Please include a self-addressed, stamped envelope.

•

In Person: Bring the two recording sheets (sent in separate mailing) and the final Land Use
Review decision with a check made payable to the Multnomah County Recorder to the County
Recorder’s office located at 501 SE Hawthorne Boulevard, #158, Portland OR 97214. The
recording fee is identified on the recording sheet.

For further information on recording, please call the County Recorder at (503) 988-3034.
Expiration of this approval. This decision expires 3 years from the date it is recorded unless:
• A building permit has been issued, or
• The approved activity has begun, or
• In situations involving only the creation of lots, the land division has been recorded.
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Applying for your permits. A building permit, occupancy permit, or development permit must
be obtained before carrying out this project. At the time they apply for a permit, permittees must
demonstrate compliance with:
• All conditions imposed here.
• All applicable development standards, unless specifically exempted as part of this land use
review.
• All requirements of the building code.
• All provisions of the Municipal Code of the City of Portland, and all other applicable ordinances,
provisions and regulations of the city.

